MOUNTAIN
NAVIGATION
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Mountain Navigation
Map Scale

Map Features

Understanding map scale helps
us to visualise map features, their
size in relation to other key
features and assist us when
planning a navigational journey
or upon relocation.

Knowing what map symbols
represent, their reliability as
navigational aids and how we
can use them during a
navigational journey is key to
successful navigation.
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1:50,000
Ordinance Survey Ireland's Discovery Series of topograpical maps are scaled at 1:50,000.
This means that measuring 2cm on the map is equivalent to 1km on the land. 1cm as
measured on the map equates to 500m and 2mm is 100m.
The OSI Discovery Series are an excellent map providing a broad topographical area, a
height colour code, clear map features, and excellent contour line details.

1:25,000
The East West topographical mountain maps are scaled at 1:25,000. Measuring 4cm on
the map equates to 1km of distance on the mountain environment. Measuring 1cm
equals 250m and 4mm equals 100m.
The East West maps are of the highest quality in terms of design and usability. The
attention to detail is exceptional, including a height colour code, easy to understand
features, outstanding contour interpretation and historic/archaeological points of interst.

1:10,000
This Orienteering Ireland map is a topographical representation of a smaller area with a
scale of 1:10,000. On this particular map measuring 1cm = 100m therefore 10cm = 1km.
Orienteering map are designed specifically for the use in orienteering events and include
a high level of detail suitable for participant to move through a course with maximum
efficiency. Orienteering is an excellent method of sharpening navigational skills.

Using a Silva Expedition Type 4
Compass to measure distance
on an OSI Discovery Series
1:50,000 Map
In this case the compass 1:50k
roamer fits neatly into our map
grid box. Considering that each
grid box is 1km x 1km this shows
that we can use the increment
marks on the roamer to read off
distance of 100m.
We can also use the compass
mm ruler to measure distance.
2cm = 1km
1cm = 500m
2mm = 100m

Using a Silva Expedition Type 4
Compass to measure distance
on an East West Map at 1:25,000
scale.
In this case the compass 1:25
roamer also fits neatly into the
map grid box. This confirms that
we can use the 1:25k roamer to
measure increments of 50m
We can also use the compass
mm ruler to measure distance.
4cm = 1km
2cm = 500m
4mm = 100m

On each map you will find a Map Legend. This highlights all the symbols used on that
specific map and what they represent. As mountian navigators we are primarily concerned
with the reliability of each feature on the map as a navigational aid.

Some Map Legends will also highlight scale, year of publication, grid reference info,
magnetic variation on the date of publication and access information.
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Navigational Features
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1

A Tig point is represented by the
triangle on the map is a reliable
navigational feature

A Spot Height may not be represented
by anything or by something other
than a cairn of stones

2

A Spot Height is not always reliable
and does not always represent a high
point with a cairn of stones!
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Rivers are a solid reliable
navigational feature
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Depending upon size
mountain streams can be a
reliable feature

8

The Wicklow Way is of
navigational interest
but not always
relevant
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A lake or large body of water is a
solid navigational feature
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Forest Trails are complex as
not all trails will be marked on
a map and there can be
anomalies!

A Forest body is a reliable
feature but again there
can be anomalies!

Roads are a solid navigational
aid and can be useful but they
are seldom useable in poor
visability

Map Features & Reliability
Trig Points are good reliable features. If visiting Lugnaquilla or Djouce Mountain for the
first time one can expect to find a Trig Point on the summit. This provides us with a level
of certainty.
Spot Heights are not so reliable for a variety of reasons. Firstly they are not as one always
expects in terms of size and positioning. Oftentimes in Wicklow, for example, there are
spot heights marked on the map that are not a high point or are not a cairn of stones.
Rivers are reliable navigational aids that are unlikely to change even in times of drought.
Mountain streams on the other hand and in particular, stream junctions, can be
incredibly useful when navigating in an open mountain environment. However, this
depends upon size and the conditions. During a dry spell small streams may dry up,
conversely during heavy rain small streams may pop up everywhere! Oftentimes
streams can also start before they are depicted on a particular map.
Large bodys of water are reliable navigational aids.
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Map Features & Reliability
The body of a forest is a reliable navigation feature but caution has to be observed.
Occasionally small sections of forests can be marked on a map as forested areas but can
be marked in for park boundaries or to highlight ownership.
Forest Trails can be quite tricky to navigate on as there can be numerous anomalies.
Sometimes trails are not on a map, or they can appear with the same prominence as a
large trail but are actually a one person trail.
The Wicklow Way and all other prominent marked trails are of interest to us when
navigating in the mountains but again, they can be modified (new parts of the Wicklow
Way but not marked on a specific map) and oftentimes are not present in remote
mountainous areas.
Roads and other human-made features are of course an interest to us and can be quite
useful as a navigational aid depending upon circumstance. But again, when in a remote
mountainous area such features are sparse.
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With the ability to measure a navigational journey,
understand map symbols and their navigational
usefulness we now have the foundation in place that
will assist us in our understanding.
Our next navigational tool to master is, perhaps, the
most important skills of map reading, the skill that
enables real freedom in the mountains.

Contour Interpretation

